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QUESTION 1

To implement predictive maintenance on its machinery equipment, ACME Tractors has installed thousands of IoT
sensors that will send data for each machinery asset as sequences of JMS messages, in near real-time, to a JMS
queue named SENSOR_DATA on a JMS server. The Mule application contains a JMS Listener operation configured to
receive incoming messages from the JMS servers SENSOR_DATA JMS queue. The Mule application persists each
received JMS message, then sends a transformed version of the corresponding Mule event to the machinery equipment
back-end systems. 

The Mule application will be deployed to a multi-node, customer-hosted Mule runtime cluster. Under normal conditions,
each JMS message should be processed exactly once. 

How should the JMS Listener be configured to maximize performance and concurrent message processing of the JMS
queue? 

A. Set numberOfConsumers = 1 Set primaryNodeOnly = false 

B. Set numberOfConsumers = 1 Set primaryNodeOnly = true 

C. Set numberOfConsumers to a value greater than one Set primaryNodeOnly = true 

D. Set numberOfConsumers to a value greater than one Set primaryNodeOnly = false 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.mulesoft.com/jms-connector/1.8/jms-performance 

 

QUESTION 2

A mule application is deployed to a Single Cloudhub worker and the public URL appears in Runtime Manager as the
APP URL. 

Requests are sent by external web clients over the public internet to the mule application App url. Each of these
requests routed to the HTTPS Listener event source of the running Mule application. 

Later, the DevOps team edits some properties of this running Mule application in Runtime Manager. 

Immediately after the new property values are applied in runtime manager, how is the current Mule application
deployment affected and how will future web client requests to the Mule application be handled? 

A. Cloudhub will redeploy the Mule application to the OLD Cloudhub worker New web client requests will RETURN AN
ERROR until the Mule application is redeployed to the OLD Cloudhub worker 

B. CloudHub will redeploy the Mule application to a NEW Cloudhub worker New web client requests will RETURN AN
ERROR until the NEW Cloudhub worker is available 

C. Cloudhub will redeploy the Mule application to a NEW Cloudhub worker New web client requests are ROUTED to the
OLD Cloudhub worker until the NEW Cloudhub worker is available. 

D. Cloudhub will redeploy the mule application to the OLD Cloudhub worker New web client requests are ROUTED to
the OLD Cloudhub worker BOTH before and after the Mule application is redeployed. 

Correct Answer: C 
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Explanation: 

CloudHub supports updating your applications at runtime so end users of your HTTP APIs experience zero downtime.
While your application update is deploying, CloudHub keeps the old version of your application running. Your domain 

points to the old version of your application until the newly uploaded version is fully started. This allows you to keep
servicing requests from your old application while the new version of your application is starting. 

 

QUESTION 3

What Mule application can have API policies applied by Anypoint Platform to the endpoint exposed by that Mule
application? 

A. A Mule application that accepts requests over HTTP/1x 

B. A Mule application that accepts JSON requests over TCP but is NOT required to provide a response. 

C. A Mule application that accepts JSON requests over WebSocket 

D. A Mule application that accepts gRPC requests over HTTP/2 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: 

*

 HTTP/1.1 keeps all requests and responses in plain text format. 

*

 HTTP/2 uses the binary framing layer to encapsulate all messages in binary format, while still maintaining HTTP
semantics, such as verbs, methods, and headers. It came into use in 2015, and offers several methods to decrease
latency, especially when dealing with mobile platforms and server-intensive graphics and videos 

*

 Currently, Mule application can have API policies only for Mule application that accepts requests over HTTP/1x 

 

QUESTION 4

A company wants its users to log in to Anypoint Platform using the company\\'s own internal user credentials. To
achieve this, the company needs to integrate an external identity provider (IdP) with the company\\'s Anypoint Platform
master organization, but SAML 2.0 CANNOT be used. Besides SAML 2.0, what single-sign-on standard can the
company use to integrate the IdP with their Anypoint Platform master organization? 

A. SAML 1.0 

B. OAuth 2.0 

C. Basic Authentication 

D. OpenID Connect 
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Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: 

As the Anypoint Platform organization administrator, you can configure identity management in Anypoint Platform to set
up users for single sign-on (SSO). Configure identity management using one of the following single sign-on standards: 

1) OpenID Connect: End user identity verification by an authorization server including SSO 

2) SAML 2.0: Web-based authorization including cross-domain SSO 

 

QUESTION 5

An API client is implemented as a Mule application that includes an HTTP Request operation using a default
configuration. The HTTP Request operation invokes an external API that follows standard HTTP status code
conventions, which causes the HTTP Request operation to return a 4xx status code. 

What is a possible cause of this status code response? 

A. An error occurred inside the external API implementation when processing the HTTP request that was received from
the outbound HTTP Request operation of the Mule application 

B. The external API reported that the API implementation has moved to a different external endpoint 

C. The HTTP response cannot be interpreted by the HTTP Request operation of the Mule application after it was
received from the external API 

D. The external API reported an error with the HTTP request that was received from the outbound HTTP Request
operation of the Mule application 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Correct choice is: "The external API reported an error with the HTTP request that was received from the
outbound HTTP Request operation of the Mule application" Understanding HTTP 4XX Client Error Response Codes : A
4XX Error is an error that arises in cases where there is a problem with the user\\'s request, and not with the server.
Such cases usually arise when a user\\'s access to a webpage is restricted, the user misspells the URL, or when a
webpage is nonexistent or removed from the public\\'s view. In short, it is an error that occurs because of a mismatch
between what a user is trying to access, and its availability to the user -- either because the user does not have the right
to access it, or because what the user is trying to access simply does not exist. Some of the examples of 4XX errors are
400 Bad Request The server could not understand the request due to invalid syntax. 401 Unauthorized Although the
HTTP standard specifies "unauthorized", semantically this response means "unauthenticated". That is, the client must
authenticate itself to get the requested response. 403 Forbidden The client does not have access rights to the content;
that is, it is unauthorized, so the server is refusing to give the requested resource. Unlike 401, the client\\'s identity is
known to the server. 404 Not Found The server can not find the requested resource. In the browser, this means the
URL is not recognized. In an API, this can also mean that the endpoint is valid but the resource itself does not exist.
Servers may also send this response instead of 403 to hide the existence of a resource from an unauthorized client.
This response code is probably the most famous one due to its frequent occurrence on the web. 405 Method Not
Allowed The request method is known by the server but has been disabled and cannot be used. For example, an API
may forbid DELETE-ing a resource. The two mandatory methods, GET and HEAD, must never be disabled and should
not return this error code. 406 Not Acceptable This response is sent when the web server, after performing server-
driven content negotiation, doesn\\'t find any content that conforms to the criteria given by the user agent. The external
API reported that the API implementation has moved to a different external endpoint cannot be the correct answer as in
this situation 301 Moved Permanently The URL of the requested resource has been changed permanently. The new
URL is given in the response. ------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- In Lay man\\'s term the scenario
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would be: API CLIENT --> MuleSoft API - HTTP request "Hey, API.. process this" --> External API API CLIENT
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